
Appendix A

Creating Functions and Scripts in
MATLAB

A.1 Introduction

The following information, some directly from MATLAB’s help function, should be helpful in writing func-
tions and scripts in MATLAB. There are two main ways to make a function – using the inline command
and using a dot-m file. Which one you use depends on how often you will use the function and how difficult
the function is.

Scripts are used to save large pieces of MATLAB code so that you can go back and edit it later. While
scripts are also placed in dot-m files, they do not accept variables nor do they return them - they simply run
code.

A.2 The inline Command

MATLAB has a command that lets you develop an analytical expression for a variable. The inline command
lets you create a function of any number of variables by giving a string containing the function followed by a
series of strings denoting the order of the input variables. This method is good for relatively simple functions
that will not be used that often.

The syntax is to put the expression to be evaluated in single quotes, followed in order by the variables
of the function with each of these also surrounded by single quotes. For example, if you want c(a, b, θ), to
return

√

a2 + b2 − 2 ∗ a ∗ b ∗ cos(θ), you could create an inline function at the command line:

>> c = inline(’sqrt(a.^2+b.^2-2*a.*b.*cos(theta))’, ’a’, ’b’, ’theta’);

You can then use that function as if it were predefined in MATLAB:

>> [x,y] = meshgrid(0:.1:2, 0:.1:2);

>> mesh(x, y, c(x, y, pi/4));

MATLAB’s help file for this command is:

INLINE Construct INLINE object.

INLINE(EXPR) constructs an inline function object from the

MATLAB expression contained in the string EXPR. The input

arguments are automatically determined by searching EXPR

for variable names (see SYMVAR). If no variable exists, ’x’

is used.

INLINE(EXPR, ARG1, ARG2, ...) constructs an inline

function whose input arguments are specified by the

strings ARG1, ARG2, ... Multicharacter symbol names may
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be used.

INLINE(EXPR, N), where N is a scalar, constructs an

inline function whose input arguments are ’x’, ’P1’,

’P2’, ..., ’PN’.

Examples:

g = inline(’t^2’)

g = inline(’sin(2*pi*f + theta)’)

g = inline(’sin(2*pi*f + theta)’, ’f’, ’theta’)

g = inline(’x^P1’, 1)

If any of the inputs to these functions is a vector, make sure to use proper vector algebra (i.e. the dotted
version of math commands). In the first example for g above, if you say

x = linspace(0,1,100);

y = g(x);

you will get an error since that g function is not built to handle vectors. You would, instead, need to define
g as:

>> g = inline(’t.^2’)

A.3 Scripted Functions (The “Dot-m” Method)

MATLAB allows you to define your own functions by putting them in text files. These text files must be
accessible to MATLAB (i.e. in the same directory as you start MATLAB) and must end in .m. The function
is called by typing its name (without the .m part).

To create a function, you will write a text file with the following format:

function [OUT1, OUT2, ...] = FNAME(IN1, IN2, ...)

BODY OF FUNCTION

where OUTn are the out variables and INn are the input variables. Somewhere in the body of the function,
the values of the output variables should be set. For example, a function that returns the values of the unit
step, ramp, and quadratic given an input of t might be in a file called URQfun.m, which contains:

function [USout, URout, UQout] = URQ(TimeIn)

USout = (TimeIn>=0);

URout = TimeIn .* USout;

UQout = (TimeIn.^2) / 2 .* USout;

The function is called using its filename, which is not necessarily the same as the FNAME above. In the
example above, you can plot the unit step, ramp, and quadratic for times from -1 to 2 with 100 points using
the following commands:

%% create a vector with 100 values evenly spaced between -1 and 2

>> t = linspace(-1, 2, 100);

%% create vectors a, b, and c which will hold the unit step, ramp, and quadratic

>> [a,b,c] = URQfun(t);

%% plot each of the three new vectors vs. time

>> plot(t,a,’b+-’,t,b,’rd-’,t,c,’gh-’);

The dot-m method is especially good for 1) functions you use often and 2) functions that are too com-
plicated to put in an inline. Note that you do not have to have to receive all the outputs every time. Using
the URQfun function above, the code below will calculate the unit step, ramp, and quadratic but will only
store the unit step and unit ramp:
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%% create a vector with 100 values evenly spaced between -1 and 2

>> t = linspace(-1, 2, 100);

%% create vectors a and b which will hold the unit step and ramp

>> [a,b] = URQfun(t);

%% plot each of the two new vectors vs. time

>> plot(t,a,t,b);

A.4 Scripts

MATLAB is a command-line driven program, and it sequentially processes whatever is entered at the �
prompt. One problem with that is that any time you need to repeat - or edit - a command, you will have
to either re-type the entire command or copy it over. Another problem is that MATLAB does not save the
commands you type, so quitting MATLAB means losing everything.

A way around this is to put everything in a script. Scripts and functions are similar in that they are
both text files ending in .m that MATLAB can read. The main difference is that functions take inputs and
return outputs while scripts run as if you were typing their contents directly to the command line. Scripts
are run in the same way functions are called - by typing their name at the command prompt. Once a script
starts to run, all the commands within it will execute until the script is over or until there is an error. For
example, the text below might be in a file called runurq.m, which is in the same directory as the URQfun.m

function above. This script will create and plot the unit step, ramp, and quadratic. It will create a proper
graph (with a legend), and save the plot to a PostScript file called URQplot.eps. Finally, it will let you view
the plot with ggv:

%% create a vector with 100 points evenly spaced between -1 and 2

t = linspace(-1, 2, 100);

%% use the URQfun function to create unit step, ramp, and quadratic

[us, ur, uq] = URQfun(t);

%% plot the three new vectors vs. time with different line styles

plot(t,us,’-’,t,ur,’-.’,t,uq,’:’);

%% give x and y labels and a title

xlabel(’Time’);

ylabel(’Function Value’);

title(’Unit Step, Ramp, and Quadratic’);

%% create a legend, and put it in the best spot

legend(’u(t)’, ’r(t)’, ’q(t)’, 0);

%% print the plot

print -deps URQplot

%% view the plot

!ggv URQplot.eps

Once this file is in your directory, you only have to type runurq at the MATLAB command prompt to
do everything described above and create the plot shown in Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1: Plot created with runurq.m
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Appendix B

Making and Printing Plots in
MATLAB

B.1 Introduction

The following information, most directly from MATLAB’s help function, should be helpful in making and
printing plots of functions. Note that MATLAB’s help file lists MATLAB commands in all capital letters,
though the actual commands are always all lower-case.

B.2 The plot Function

The plot function is used to plot sets of data on a 2-D grid. What follows comes directly from MATLAB’s
help function.

PLOT Linear plot.

PLOT(X,Y) plots vector X versus vector Y. If X or Y is a matrix, then the vector is plotted
versus the rows or columns of the matrix, whichever line up. If X is a scalar and Y is a vector,
length(Y) disconnected points are plotted.

PLOT(Y) plots the columns of Y versus their index. If Y is complex, PLOT(Y) is equivalent to
PLOT(real(Y),imag(Y)). In all other uses of PLOT, the imaginary part is ignored.

Various line types, plot symbols and colors may be obtained with PLOT(X,Y,S) where S is a
character string made from one element from any or all the following 3 columns:

Color code Meaning Symbol code Meaning Line code Meaning
y yellow . point - solid
m magenta o circle : dotted
c cyan x x-mark -. dashdot
r red + plus – dashed
g green * star
b blue s square
w white d diamond
k black v triangle (down)

ˆ triangle (up)
< triangle (left)
> triangle (right)
p pentagram
h hexagram

For example, PLOT(X,Y,’c+:’) plots a cyan dotted line with a plus at each data point;
PLOT(X,Y,’bd’) plots blue diamond at each data point but does not draw any line.
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PLOT(X1,Y1,S1,X2,Y2,S2,X3,Y3,S3,...) combines the plots defined by the (X,Y,S) triples, where
the X’s and Y’s are vectors or matrices and the S’s are strings.

For example, PLOT(X,Y,’y-’,X,Y,’go’) plots the data twice, with a solid yellow line interpolating
green circles at the data points.

The PLOT command, if no color is specified, makes automatic use of the colors specified by the
axes ColorOrder property. The default ColorOrder is listed in the table above for color systems
where the default is yellow for one line, and for multiple lines, to cycle through the first six colors
in the table. For monochrome systems, PLOT cycles over the axes LineStyleOrder property.

PLOT returns a column vector of handles to LINE objects, one handle per line.

The X,Y pairs, or X,Y,S triples, can be followed by parameter/value pairs to specify additional
properties of the lines.

See also SEMILOGX, SEMILOGY, LOGLOG, GRID, CLF, CLC, TITLE, XLABEL, YLABEL,
AXIS, AXES, HOLD, and SUBPLOT.

B.3 The subplot Function

The subplot function is used to plot multiple plot windows within the same figure. What follows comes
directly from MATLAB’s help function.

SUBPLOT Create axes in tiled positions.
H = SUBPLOT(m,n,p), or SUBPLOT(mnp), breaks the Figure window into an m-by-n matrix
of small axes, selects the p-th axes for for the current plot, and returns the axis handle. The axes
are counted along the top row of the Figure window, then the second row, etc. For example,

SUBPLOT(2,1,1), PLOT(income)
SUBPLOT(2,1,2), PLOT(outgo)

plots income on the top half of the window and outgo on the bottom half. If the CurrentAxes is
nested in a uipanel the panel is used as the parent for the subplot instead of the current figure.

SUBPLOT(m,n,p), if the axis already exists, makes it current. SUBPLOT(m,n,p,’replace’), if the
axis already exists, deletes it and creates a new axis. SUBPLOT(m,n,p,’align’) places the axes
so that the plot boxes are aligned instead of preventing the labels and ticks from overlapping.
SUBPLOT(m,n,P), where P is a vector, specifies an axes position that covers all the subplot
positions listed in P. SUBPLOT(H), where H is an axis handle, is another way of making an axis
current for subsequent plotting commands.

SUBPLOT(’position’,[left bottom width height]) creates an axis at the specified position in nor-
malized coordinates (in in the range from 0.0 to 1.0).

SUBPLOT(m,n,p, PROP1, VALUE1, PROP2, VALUE2, ...) sets the specified property-value
pairs on the subplot axis. To add the subplot to a specific figure pass the figure handle as the
value for the ’Parent’ property.

If a SUBPLOT specification causes a new axis to overlap an existing axis, the existing axis is
deleted - unless the position of the new and existing axis are identical. For example, the statement
SUBPLOT(1,2,1) deletes all existing axes overlapping the left side of the Figure window and
creates a new axis on that side - unless there is an axes there with a position that exactly
matches the position of the new axes (and ’replace’ was not specified), in which case all other
overlapping axes will be deleted and the matching axes will become the current axes.

B.4 The orient Function

The orient function is used to change how the plot is oriented on the page when printing. Note that it
does not affect how the plot looks on the screen. Furthermore, the orient command must be used each
time a new figure opens for that figure to have a specified orientation. What follows comes directly from
MATLAB’s help function.
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ORIENT Set paper orientation for printing.
ORIENT is used to set up the orientation of a Figure or Model window for printing.

ORIENT LANDSCAPE causes subsequent PRINT operations from the current Figure window
to generate output in full-page landscape orientation on the paper.

ORIENT ROTATED causes subsequent PRINT operations from the current Figure window to
generate output in full-page rotated orientation on the paper.

ORIENT PORTRAIT causes subsequent PRINT operations from the current Figure window to
generate output in portrait orientation.

ORIENT TALL causes the current Figure window to map to the whole page in portrait orientation
for subsequent PRINT operations.

ORIENT, by itself, returns a string containing the paper orientation, either PORTRAIT, LAND-
SCAPE, ROTATED or TALL of the current Figure.

ORIENT(FIGHandle) or ORIENT(MODELName) returns the current orientation of the Figure
or Model.

ORIENT( FIG, ORIENTATION) specifies which figure to orient and how to orient it based on
the rules given above. ORIENTATION is one of ’landscape’, ’portrait’, ’rotated’, or ’tall’.

B.5 The print Function

The print function is used to save a plot as a PostScript file. What follows comes directly from MATLAB’s
help function. Note that the entire help file is not reproduced here – only the parts that are most useful.

PRINT Print graph or SIMULINK system; or save graph to M-file.

PRINT <filename> saves the current Figure window as PostScript or a printer specific format,
as specified by PRINTOPT or a command line option. If a filename is specified, the output is
written to the designated file, overwriting it if it already exists. If the specified filename does not
include an extension, an appropriate one is appended. If the filename is omitted, the Figure is
sent directly to the printer as specified in PRINTOPT or a command line option.

PRINT <filename> -f<figure handle> prints the specified Figure.

PRINT <filename> -s<system name> prints the specified SIMULINK system.

Syntax: PRINT [ -ddevice] [ -options ] <filename>

PostScript devices are: -dps - PostScript for black and white printers
-dpsc - PostScript for color printers
-dps2 - Level 2 PostScript for black and white printers
-dpsc2 - Level 2 PostScript for color printers

-deps - Encapsulated PostScript
-depsc - Encapsulated Color PostScript
-deps2 - Encapsulated Level 2 PostScript
-depsc2 - Encapsulated Level 2 Color PostScript
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B.6 Example

The following MATLAB code demonstrates how to fill the fourth window of a 2x3 plot figure, save the figure
as a PostScript file, and print your file to one of the Hudson machines.

�x=-1:0.001:1; Create a vector of numbers between -1 and 1
with 0.001 between numbers

�usf = inline(’t>=0’, ’t’); This formula for usf is one of several
ways to define the unit step function

�subplot(2,3,4) Create a figure with two rows of three figures and
make subplot 4 (bottom row left) current

�plot(x, usf(x)) Plot the function usf against the vector x
�axis([-1, 1, -1, 2]) Change the axes so the function

is not covered by the subplot box.
The values are [xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax]

�title(’Unit Step Function’) Give the current subplot a title
�xlabel(’x’) Set the x-label
�ylabel(’u(x)’) Set the y-label
�orient landscape Use landscape (wide) orientation
�print -dps usfplot Send the current figure to a file named usfplot.ps.

Note that the ‘.ps’ is automatically added
�!ggv usfplot.ps The ! character lets MATLAB act as if you

were at a regular terminal. This command
lets you view usfplot.ps using ggv.

�!lpr usfplot.ps The ! character lets MATLAB act as if you
were at a regular terminal. This command
prints usfplot.ps to the cluster printer.
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Figure B.1: Sample Output
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Appendix C

Flexible Programming: Using input,
sprintf, and eval

C.1 Using Strings

Matlab’s ability to use strings can come in very handy when writing programs to solve engineering problems.
For some assignments, you will want to use Matlab’s sprintf and eval functions along with the input

command to write code that a user can modify as it runs. This will allow you to write a single program to
analyze several parameter sets rather than having to write or copy several very similar pieces of code.

C.1.1 The input Command for Strings

As given in the Matlab help system, you can use the input command to obtain strings:

R = INPUT(’What is your name’,’s’) gives the prompt in the text

string and waits for character string input. The typed input

is not evaluated; the characters are simply returned as a

MATLAB string.

This command allows you to type any valid combination of letters, numbers, and symbols. You can therefore
use input to to obtain titles of plots, file names, and other words which you may want to use later. In order
to have Matlab incorporate these words into commands, however, you need to learn how to use sprintf and
eval.

C.1.2 The sprintf Command

The sprintf command works in nearly the same way as the fprintf command, only instead of sending
characters to the screen or to a file, sprintf sends them into a Matlab variable. For example, in the
code below, the input command is used to generate a string (MyName) and then the sprintf command
incorporates that string into a new string (MyGreeting):

>> MyName = input(’What is your name? ’, ’s’);

What is your name? Michael

>> MyGreeting = sprintf(’Hi - my name is %s’, MyName)

MyGreeting =

Hi - my name is Michael

You can use this technique if you want to tailor the title of a graph by using specific values for that graph
in the title. For example, the code below produces the plot in Figure C.1 by using numerical inputs both
to determine the domain and function of the plot and the title of the plot. Note the use of the formatting
commands in the sprintf function to make sure the proper number of decimal places appear - this will have
to be adapted to each application.
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n = input(’Power to use: ’);

x_min = input(’Minimum value: ’);

x_max = input(’Maximum value: ’);

points = input(’Number of points : ’);

x = linspace(x_min , x_max , points);

plot(x, x.^n, ’ko -’);

xlabel(’x (units)’)

ylabel(’y (units)’)

TheTitle = ...

sprintf(’Plot of y=x^{%0.1f} from %0.1f to %0.1f’,...

n, x_min , x_max);

title(TheTitle)

print -deps PlotSample.ps
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Figure C.1: Plot demonstrating strings building the title

C.1.3 The eval Command

In the above examples, strings and numbers could be used to change how particular lines of code work, but
there was no way to make major changes to the code through input commands or strings. For example,
there would have been no way to ask the user what color, point style, and line style to use in the plot and
have Matlab use that input in the plot command. It would be useful if the sprintf command could be
used to build an entire line of code and then somehow execute that line.

This is where the eval function comes in. The argument of the eval command is a string that Matlab
executes as if it were typed on the command line. For example, if you were to want the user to be able
to enter two numbers and then tell Matlab what to do with those (add, subtract, etc.), you could use the
following code. In this case, the numbers entered were 1 and 6 and the operation was *.
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>> Num1 = input(’First number : ’);

First number : 1

>> Num2 = input(’Second number: ’);

Second number: 6

>> Operation = input(’Operation: ’, ’s’);

Operation: *

>> MyCommand=sprintf(’%f %s %f’,...

Num1 , Operation , Num2)

MyCommand =

1.000000 * 6.000000

>> eval(MyCommand)

ans =

6

The use of the eval command allows for much greater flexibility in Matlab programming since you can
have Matlab produce entire lines of code for you. Among the most useful places for this command is in
generating plot names. For example, the following code can be used whenever you want to specify the name
of a plot to save during the execution of a program:

PlotTitle = input(’Plot title: ’, ’s’);

PlotCommand = sprintf(’print -deps %s’, PlotTitle)

eval(PlotCommand)
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Appendix D

Pinout for CB-68LP With NI PCI
6014 Card

The following charts lists the different connections as laid out on the National Instruments CB-68LP con-
nection block when used in conjunction with the National Instruments PCI 6014e Data Aquisition Card.
The list under the table describes the most commonly used channels.

68 ACH0 61 ACH 12 15 DGND 8 +5V 1 FREQ OUT
34 ACH8 27 AIGND 49 DIO2 42 GPCTR1 SRC 35 DGND
67 AIGND 60 ACH5 16 DIO6 9 DGND 2 GPCTR0 OUT
33 ACH1 26 ACH13 50 DGND 43 CONVERT 36 DGND
66 ACH 9 59 AIGND 17 DIO1 10 TRIG2 3 GPCTR0 GATE
32 AIGND 25 ACH6 51 DIO5 44 DGND 37 GPCTR0 SRC
65 ACH2 58 ACH14 18 DGND 11 TRIG1 4 DGND
31 ACH10 24 AIGND 52 DIO0 45 EXTSTROBE 38 STARTSCAN
64 AIGND 57 ACH7 19 DIO4 12 DGND 5 WFTRIG
30 ACH3 23 ACH15 53 DGND 46 SCANCLK 39 DGND
63 ACH11 56 AIGND 20 RESERVED 13 DGND 6 UPDATE
29 AIGND 22 DAC0OUT 54 AOGND 47 DIO3 40 GPCTR1 OUT
62 AISENSE 55 AOGND NA NA 14 +5V 7 DGND
28 ACH4 21 DAC1OUT NA NA 48 DIO7 41 GPCTR1 GATE

The most commonly used channels are:

• ACH# - analog input channel number #

• DAC#OUT - analog output channel number #

• DIO# - digital input/output (I/O) channel number #

• AIGND - ground (0 V) for the analog input channels

• AOGND - ground (0 V) for the analog output channels

• DGND - ground (0 V) for the digital I/O channels
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Appendix E

Resistor Color Codes

The resistance of a resistor is generally printed on the side through the use of a 4 (or 3, or 5) band color
code. For a typical four-band code, the first two bands tell you the first two digits of the resistance, the
third band tells you how many zeros to add, and the fourth band tells you the tolerance. For a five-band
color code, the first three bands tell you the first three digits of the resistance, the fourth band tells you how
many zeros to add, and the fifth band tells you the tolerance.

Band Color Digit band Multiplier band Tolerance band
Black 0 1
Brown 1 10 1%
Red 2 100 2 %
Orange 3 1000
Yellow 4 10,000
Green 5 100,000 0.5 %
Blue 6 1,000,000 0.25 %
Violet 7 10,000,000 0.10 %
Gray 8 100,000,000 0.05 %
White 9 1,000,000,000
Gold 0.1 5 %
Silver 0.01 10 %
None 20 %

For example, a resistor that has bands (starting from the band on the part of the resistor with the largest
radius) of blue-gray-brown-gold will be:

blue gray ∗ brown ± gold

resistor, or 68 * 10 = 680±5% Ω. A yellow-violet-red-white-silver resistor would be:

yellow violet red ∗ white ± silver

or 472 * 1000000000 = 472±10% GΩ.
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